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This thesis is a report on the E-C translation of chapters from European Welfare
Futures. European Welfare Futures is a sociological monograph which was first
published in 2000 and is about the development of welfare policies in EU countries. It
is of great value both to sociological researchers and policy makers. This thesis first
introduces the context of the project and the preparations done before translating. The
latter include analyzing the source text, reading literature related to the topic of
welfare policies and building a glossary. After that, this thesis adopts the translating
principles of “faithfulness and readability” and regards the whole text as the unit of
translation, in pursuit of the transmission of the meaning and function of the original
text.
In the translation analysis, the author mainly discusses the nominalization in the
academic text, which appears to be one of the most difficult parts in the translating
process. The author first analyzes the characteristics of nominalization in the original
text, and then illustrates the translation methods and techniques, including information
recombination, textual coherence and theme translation. In the final chapter, the
author summarizes the whole translation project.
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理论》（European Welfare Futures—— Towards a Theory of Retrenchment）(以下






























本翻译项目为自选课题项目，选取的翻译内容来自 Guiliano Bonoli, Vic
George 与 Peter Taylor-Gooby 联合撰写的社会学专著《欧洲福利未来——关于福

















































































































Towards a Theory of Retrenchment
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